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Special Needs Services offered at BTP International Pathfinder Camporee 

 

The BTP International Pathfinder Camporee is dedicated to providing access and services to visitors 

with special needs. Access is available to all Pathfinder venues, such as buildings, activities, evening 

programs, and more. There are some areas of the grounds that are grass and gravel covered, which 

may be more difficult for items such as scooters and wheelchairs to travel. 

The following services are available at the Camporee: 

1. Sign language is provided at the evening programs upon request. Contact the Main Stage 

Program Director. 

2. Persons in wheel chairs should sit with their clubs at the Main Stage for the evening 

programs. 

3. Automobile special needs parking spots are located at many of the paved parking lots in the 

Camporee grounds. Look for the Handicap parking signs. Please display your Handicapped 

placard so you don’t get towed. 

4. Restroom facilities and Port-o-lets are located throughout the Camporee grounds, at the 

Union gate areas. 

5. Shower stalls are located at the shower tents. 

6. On-site Bus shuttle will run every day of the Camporee from 8:30am – 5:30pm, every 30 

minutes, look for the Shuttle Pick up/Drop off locations on the Camporee map. These buses 

take you only around the Camporee grounds and not offsite. There will be a phone number for 

you to call to have a bus pick you up. 

7. Off-site Bus service to all the BTP Offsite Activities locations. Check the bus schedule for 

times and dates. Not every bus is Special Needs equipped.   

8. One-seat personal electric convenience vehicles, (scooters, Hoverounds, etc.) specifically 

designed for those with special needs, are allowed on the Camporee grounds. During the 

Camporee, motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles, personal transportation machines such as 

Segways and all-terrain vehicles are not allowed. 

9. Golf cart rental is arranged only by your local Conference/Union Youth Director.  If you have a 

need for a cart shuttle service at the Camporee, please contact your local Youth Director. 

View the Camporee map for bus stop locations. 

For more detailed information, contact TBA, BTP Special Needs Coordinator at 

specialneeds@camporee.org  
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